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The impact of failed changes

Gertjan Postma
Meertens Institute, Academy of Sciences*

We study linguistic changes that failed, and their relation to successful changes. The inclusion of failed changes into Kroch’s logistic model of linguistic change is possible and, in fact, necessary. The logistic functions are solutions of a differential equation that also describes how failed changes are temporally-dynamically related to successful changes: the failed change is the first derivative of the successful change. We interpret this relation in Weerman’s Peripheral Rules Model: failed changes are L2 innovations supported by peripheral rules rather than by core grammar, which are subsequently accommodated and modified by L1 adopters and turned into a successful change. Two case studies support the claims: the rise of the reflexive in Dutch and the rise of do-support in English.

1. Introduction

Language changes. This fact of everyday life is a problem for generative linguistic theories, which, in the structuralist tradition, take language to be a system, composed of elements whose only status in reality lies in their relations with other elements. As such, change takes place as a replacement of one system by another, and is caused by factors outside the system itself. It can neither be stated nor explained within the linguistic system, that is within I-language. To the extent that the linguistic system is stable, all changes and all small deviations from the optimal realization return to the stable state, and any change would necessarily fail. Consequently, failures are to be expected, successes are the exception. Probably as a consequence of this reasoning, virtually no attention has been paid to the dynamics of failed changes and all attention has been focused on the dynamics of successful changes. As structuralist linguistics does not provide a theory or model for a successful change, change is considered to be the replacement of one system by the other, be this a jump in the individual or group of

individuals as an adult innovation (L2 model of linguistic change), or a jump between individuals as incomplete or imperfect intergenerational transmission of language (L1 model). Therefore, theories that describe the dynamics of the change necessarily involve the realization and behaviour of the E-language.

In this study we explore the properties of failed changes in linguistics and propose a model for them. It is our aim to study diffusion that goes hand in hand with a change of the system, and in order not to complicate things beyond reason, we study the simplest case of diffusion in a community as a whole, ignoring spatial or sociological effects.\(^1\) We do so using a case study from Middle Dutch syntax and compare it with the scarce data on failures in the literature. It turns out that failed changes are related to successful changes in a systematic way. This relation can be expressed algebraically. Failed changes are the first derivative of the successful change. We interpret failed changes as what we propose to call ‘off-grammatical innovations’, that is, ‘tricks’, peripheral rules or stylistic rules (cf. Weerman 1993; Hinterhöhl 2004) made by adults or L2 learners.\(^2\) The successful change is a response to the off-grammatical input of their predecessors and establishes a newly accommodated I-language.

First we review the existing models of successful change as proposed in the linguistic literature, especially Kroch’s (1989) logistic implementation and the Constant Rate Hypothesis (CRH) in Section 2. Then we show the shortcomings of this model, especially its non-application to failed changes. A study of the phenomena that have led Kroch to his logistic model leads us to the proposal that failed and successful changes are related, contradicting the CRH. Related changes do not have (seemingly) equal slopes. In order to confirm the relation, we construct a case where a failed and a successful change are clearly connected. This is our case study of the replacement of the reflexive use of the pronoun hem ‘him’ in a Middle Dutch border dialect by a lexical reflexive: sich, borrowed from Low German (the failed change), and sich, borrowed from High German (which finally succeeds) (Section 3). In Section 4 we then restore Kroch’s CRH by slightly modifying the model so that it includes failed changes. In Section 4.1 we will model the relation between failed and successful changes, derive the relation (Section 4.2) from other principles, and explain it in pre-theoretical terms (Section 4.4). As a nice consequence, we do not need to go beyond the logistic model to express the relation. In fact, only the logistic model is able to capture the relation between failure and success in a conceptually elegant way. The CRH, which links the dynamics of the change to switches in the Principles and Parameter Model will be critically evaluated and replaced by a stronger version. In Section 5 we evaluate the results thus far. We come to the conclusion that the model can best be interpreted in terms of an L2-theory of linguistic change as sketched out in Weerman (1993). In Section 6 we reanalyse the data in Ellegård (1953) and Kroch (1989) in terms of the failed change model. The chapter closes with a pre-theoretical reflection on the model, its results and its consequences.

2. Successful changes

Gradual linguistic changes that can be observed in a non-homogeneous language community were studied by Weinreich, Labov & Herzog (1968). Not contradicting the Chomskyan idealization of linguistic competence as displayed in a homogeneous community, but rather complementing it, Weinreich, Labov & Herzog study the gradual shift in a non-homogeneous environment from a linguistic configuration producing A to an alternative configuration producing B through all intermediate stages. Bailey (1973) proposes a quantification model in which change starts slowly, picks up speed in the middle and then decelerates as it proceeds to completion (see the review of Naro 1984). This describes a typical S-shaped curve as often displayed in empirical studies (Piotrovskaja & Piotrovskij 1974) and illustrated in Figure 1.

Eurographics 1984, Piotrovskaja & Piotrovskij 1974, There are various mathematical functions to model such an S-curve, e.g. the Gauss cumulative function (Aldrich & Nelson 1984, Piotrovskaja & Piotrovskij 1974), the Lorentz cumulative function, and the logistic function. Altmann et al. (1983) propose a model in which the change starts out with an increase which is proportional

---

1. For diffusion over social networks, see Van der Wurff (1990).

2. We take the maturation period as the only watershed in acquisition and capture, therefore, all types of acquisition of linguistic features after the maturation period as L2, be it adult innovations in their proper mother tongue or true second language acquisition. Weerman (1993) assumes these to be distinct, which is meant only sociologically not linguistically (personal communication).
to the fraction of new forms, multiplied by the fraction of old forms. This establishes Verhulst's differential equation:

\[ \frac{dS}{dt} = S \cdot (1-S) \]  
(Verhulst differential equation)

\[ S(t) = \frac{1}{1 + e^{-t}} \]  
(logistic function)

The left-hand side of the equation in (1) represents the growth in a population \( S \) per time unit (\( dS \) represents the infinitesimal change in \( S \), \( dt \) the infinitesimal change in \( t \)). The equation claims that the growth is proportional to two factors, \( S \) and \( 1-S \), to be discussed below. The differential equation in (1) has the logistic function of (2) as its solution. This means that populations that satisfy equation (1) grow with a rate represented by the logistic function.

This differential equation was first proposed by Verhulst in 1838 as an alternative to the differential equation of Malthusian growth, \( \frac{dS}{dt} = S \), in which the growth in \( S \) is proportional to \( S \). The latter captures the concept of unrestricted procreation. It gives an exponential growth curve \( S = e^t \). The Verhulst equation in (3), on the other hand, has an additional saturation factor \( 1-S \), which can be taken as a counterforce to unlimited growth. Instances of this counterforce are the decrease in food or space or some other factor with limited availability. In diffusion processes of linguistic innovations, the two terms may receive a probabilistic interpretation: the change for a switch in usage from \( A \) to \( B \) is proportional to the number of speakers who use \( B \) \( (S) \), multiplied by the chance of them meeting speakers that do not use \( B \) yet \( (1-S) \). This latter factor, of course, decreases and forms the saturating factor. In this way, Altmann et al. (1983) provide a specific \( S \)-curve, the logistic curve, as a model of linguistic change. This model is basically a two-parameter model. The actuation time \( (t_0) \) can be modified leading to the term \( (t-t_0) \) and the steepness of the change \( (a) \) can be modified, leading to \( (t-t_0)/a \).

\[ S(t) = \frac{1}{1 + e^{-\frac{t-t_0}{a}}} \]  
(logistic model)

In the rest of this chapter we use the logistic model.

2.1 Kroch's model

Kroch (1989) adopts the logistic model without much discussion. For Kroch, any two-parameter \( S \)-shaped curve suffices (such as the logistic function, the Gauss cumulative function, or the Lorentz cumulative function). Kroch remains agnostic as to which model fits best: "these generally differ so little from the logistic that they can provide no improvement in fit to empirical data." This is correct. Kroch adopts the logistic because of its widespread use in the life sciences and because of its graphical properties: when the occurrence rate is displayed on a semi-logarithmic graph against the time axis, straight lines are obtained. In Section 4.2 we propose theoretical reasons for exclusively adopting the logistic model derived from theoretical considerations of failed changes. The innovative part of Kroch's study is that it makes a connection between the gradual diffusion of a change in the \( E-I \)-language, as described by the logistic curve, and more abstract properties of the \( I \)-language such as the parameter switch in the grammatical system. This relation is established in the so-called Constant Rate Hypothesis (CRH), which states that related changes have equal slope parameters. The CRH states that an underlying change in the parameter setting may manifest itself in various constructions with different actuation times but must proceed in these constructions with equal speed. In a two-parameter model, this means that the slope parameter of the different related \( S \)-curves must be equal, but the actuation parameter may be distinct. For instance, the curves in Figure 2a with equal slope but distinct actuation times may be tied to one parameter switch (they do not need to be!), but the curves in Figure 2b, with distinct slopes and equal actuation cannot to be reduced to one parameter reset.

Figure 2a. Kroch's (1989) model – Logistic curves with distinct actuation times and equal slope

3. The actuation parameter in a model is that parameter that defines the process's orientation on the time scale. The saturation rate is a third parameter but it is normalized to a dimensionless 1 (100%).

4. Straight lines are only obtained provided that on the logarithmic scale the Fisher-Fry transform of the occurrence rate ('odds') is used.
Kroch does not derive the CRH from basic principles but motivates it empirically using four case studies taken from the literature: (i) the replacement of *have* by *have got* in British English (studied in Noble 1985) in four different environments; (ii) the rise of the definite article in Portuguese possessive noun phrases (studied in Oliveira e Silva 1982) in 6 different environments; (iii) loss of verb-second word order in French in two different environments (studied in Fontaine 1985 and Priestley 1955 respectively); and (iv) the case of periphrastic *do* (*"do-support"*) in six different types of constructions, as studied by Ellegård (1953). Kroch argues that in all these cases the slopes of the various S-curves are equal, while their actuation times may be different (as in Kroch's case studies 3 and 4) but these do not need to be (as in Kroch's case studies 1 and 2, where both activation times and rates are equal). On the assumption that these changes are tied to one and the same parameter, Kroch derives the CRH. Its contraposition says that whenever two changes have distinct slopes, they must be tied to distinct parameter resets.

2.2 Evaluation of Kroch (1989)

Kroch's model has been a major step in analysing linguistic change on the basis of E-language (corpora), without losing the connection to changes at the level of I-language, that is, tying the gradual change in the linguistic community to the discrete change at speaker level and on the level of the (individual) grammars. We take Kroch's model as a starting point. However, there are data that are difficult to evaluate within Kroch's logistic model, simply because of the fact that their diffusion rates do not have the shape of S-curves: some have bell-shaped curves. Nevertheless, Kroch simply treats them as having a logistic pattern. For instance, within the study of *do-support* in English, the diffusion of *do-support* in positive declarative clauses is first forced into the logistic model, two parameters are extracted, one of which, the slope, turns out to be significantly distinct. Subsequently, under application of the CRH, it is concluded that this process is parametrically disconnected from the other instances of the diffusion of *do-support*. The logistic fits are given in Figure 3 as straight lines. At first glance, positive *do-support* (the black line) isolates itself as a process separated from the other lines.

Some provisos must be made here, however. In the first place, the separation of the two sets of lines is not established on the basis of rates obtained by significant fits. The black line in particular is a bad logistic fit to the underlying data. Moreover, it is unattractive to disconnect the failed process in time from the first actuation of *do-support*, as they obviously occur more or less in the same timespan, as Kroch notices himself.
This can be more clearly seen from Figure 4 without a logarithmic scale, where the successful changes are approximated by S-curves and the failed change by a significant fit to a bell-curve.

With respect to the actuation parameter, the first successful change(s) and the failed change seem to be related somehow: the peak of the bell curve coincides with the inflection point of the initial S-curves. Their activation times are equal. This cannot be expressed in Kroch's theory, as the CRH does not connect processes on the basis of an equal actuation parameter, but disconnects processes with unequal slope. If one assigns a slope to the black line as if it were an S-curve (as Kroch does, cf. his Table 9), a slope comes out that is unequal to the slope(s) of the successful lines. What can be done if no slope can be assigned, because it is not a good fit? Kroch suggests that some "more complex model should be applied" (1989: 29). An important feature of this "more complex model" should include his observation that "the rate of use of *do* in the affirmative declarative context rises along with the other contexts ... which suggests that the context is tied to the others". It is this programme that we intend to design in this study.

In the second case study used by Kroch, two processes are considered with respect to the increase of the determiner in Portuguese (cf. Oliveira e Silva 1982). Portuguese changes from the use of bare possessives as in *meu livro* to the use of possessive constructions with definite determiners: *meu livro* 'the my book'. A similar increase occurs in colonial Brazil, which does not persist. The Portuguese data on the increase of the use of the pronoun in the motherland and in colonial Brazil are compared. The data and the logistic fits are graphically displayed in Figure 5.

Can we conclude from these data that these changes are not connected? One should keep in mind that one of these data sets (stars/dashed line) does not have the shape of an S-curve, and is not appropriate to be fit to an S-curve. Consequently the extracted parameters do not have statistical significance. One cannot evaluate two processes on the basis of these parameters and decide on their non-relatedness. If, on the other hand, we fit the failed change to a bell curve the following picture arises.

---
8. Since the inflection point of the S-curve and the maximum of the peak are the only independently motivated orientation points on the time axis, we can only take these as the activation time.

9. The data are taken from the Rio dialect. In modern times, probably under influence of the southern dialects, a new increase of the article can be observed. We leave this later period out of consideration.

10. Oliveira e Silva includes data for the period long after the independence of Brazil. We only compare Portugal and Brazil as long as they formed a linguistic community of some kind. So we ignored the data after 1811.

11. Oliveira e Silva makes the observation that the fit is not significant.
Once again, the top of the failed change (dashed curve) seems to be related in time to the inflection point of the S-curve (drawn curve). Apparently, an attempt for change in colonial Portuguese and the success in local Portuguese are related, at least in time (i.e. in actuation).

In sum, it is suggestive that the failed change and the successful change are connected in time and possibly in shape. The top of the failed change seems, in the case of do-support, to be connected to the first actuation of the successful change. So the following questions arise:

- Is there a relation of some kind between a failed change and a successful change?
- Can we construct decisive evidence for such a relation? And if so...
- Can we construe a model of failed and successful changes?
- Can we connect them on the basis of (a modified form of) the CRH?

If the CRH is to be retained, we must attach some form of "slope parameter" to the bell-shaped curve of the failed change.

3. Failed changes

In the previous section we discussed two successful linguistic changes that seem to be flanked with a failed change: the maximum of the failed innovation appears to be connected in time with the inflection point of the successful innovation. In the standard logistic model enriched with the CRH, there is a problem to connect the two innovations, since the framework does not make a connection on the basis of shared actuation times. Moreover, their slope parameters, assigned upon a fit to a logistic curve, are distinct (if assigned at all). It is plausible that the two developments are connected some way (as Kroch observes himself), although the framework is not able to express this. So, the logistic model seems to have a defect or limitation here, since application of the CRH leads to the undesirable conclusion that two processes, the successful and the failed process, are not connected. Moreover, the fit of one data set to a logistic function is not significant. Therefore, it would be good to have a conclusive case for which it can be argued on independent grounds that the failed and the successful change are connected. This can be done if the failed and the successful change show up in exactly the same context and they are in nature intertwined. This case is outlined in the next section and elaborated in the subsequent section.

3.1 Constructing a compelling case

In this section we construct a case where a failed and a successful change are connected on independent grounds. In that way, Kroch's model of logistic diffusion + the CRH will be proved to be incomplete: if the slope parameters of the fits are distinct, we have construed a CRH-refuting case where two processes with distinct slopes are connected, in conflict with the CRH. It must be kept in mind that one of these slopes is assigned by brute force and is not significant. Subsequently, therefore, we show that in a slightly modified logistic model, a more meaningful slope parameter can be assigned to a failed change. An additional advantage will be that in this modified logistic model the CRH can be maintained.

The construction of a refuting case involves a failed and a successful change in one and the same context. For instance, where the failed and the successful innovations share a feature, call it [+s] (which is successful) but differ in a feature where one is successful and the other a failure, call it [+f].

(5) old situation innovation
[-s] [+s, -f] (successful)
[+s, +f] (failure)

Under the assumption that the f-feature is irrelevant in the old situation and that [+s] is orthogonal to the [f] feature, it follows that [+s, +f] and [+s, -f] are connected because of [+s]. As the change from [-s] to [+s, ±f] and from [-s] to [+s, -f] are related to one parameter, one would on the basis of the CRH predict that the changes have equal rates. If we then show that the empirical data provide distinct slopes, it follows that the CRH cannot be retained in its present form, or in its present interpretation. Furthermore, the failed and successful changes have equal actuation times. So the CRH is both too weak and too strong. It is too strong as two changes with distinct slopes are related, which is excluded by the CRH. On the other hand, it is too weak: related changes (the failed and
the successful) have equal actuation times, which cannot be expressed in the theory. In the next section we work out this case. In Section 4 we develop an extension of the logistic framework that includes both successful and failed changes. This framework provides an interpretation of the CRH that makes it possible to retain it.

3.2 The refuting case: The rise of the reflexive in Middle Dutch

The case that refutes the CRH, as designed in the previous section, can be found in the rise of the reflexive in Middle Dutch, as studied in Postma (2004). Middle Dutch did not have a separate reflexive pronoun comparable to German *sich* and Latin *se/sibi*, but simply used the pronoun *hem* 'him' in reflexive contexts, just as Modern Frisian does and Old English did. Later Dutch developed a separate reflexive, which is obligatorily used in locally bound contexts. The change happened at different times for the different dialects. Earliest in the northeastern dialects, latest in Holland. In Drenthe the change happened during the fifteenth century. Using a corpus of 5000 verdicts (AD 1400–1500, 215,000 tokens) from Drenthe, a northeastern region in the Netherlands, Postma (2004) argues that, during the course of one century, new reflexive pronouns *sich* and *sick* 'himself', and their variants, collectively referred to as 's-reflexives', arise at the cost of the reflexive use of *hem*. The numerical data are in Table 1.12

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Period</th>
<th>sick</th>
<th>sich</th>
<th>o</th>
<th>hem</th>
<th>s-refl</th>
<th>total</th>
<th>%hem</th>
<th>%s-refl</th>
<th>%sick</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>1403</td>
<td>2</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>33</td>
<td>3</td>
<td>36</td>
<td>0.895</td>
<td>0.104</td>
<td>0.08</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>1420</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>17</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>17</td>
<td>0.1</td>
<td>1.0</td>
<td>0.0</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>1435</td>
<td>9</td>
<td>6</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>18</td>
<td>15</td>
<td>33</td>
<td>0.568</td>
<td>0.431</td>
<td>0.25</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>1450</td>
<td>4</td>
<td>6</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>10</td>
<td>10</td>
<td>20</td>
<td>0.450</td>
<td>0.549</td>
<td>0.18</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>1465</td>
<td>11</td>
<td>4</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>21</td>
<td>15</td>
<td>36</td>
<td>0.566</td>
<td>0.433</td>
<td>0.33</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>1481</td>
<td>21</td>
<td>42</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>11</td>
<td>63</td>
<td>74</td>
<td>0.135</td>
<td>0.864</td>
<td>0.28</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>1497</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>24</td>
<td>3</td>
<td>12</td>
<td>24</td>
<td>36</td>
<td>0.325</td>
<td>0.675</td>
<td>0.0</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>1516</td>
<td>3</td>
<td>11</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>3</td>
<td>14</td>
<td>17</td>
<td>0.176</td>
<td>0.823</td>
<td>0.17</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Table 1. Reflexive contexts in 15th century Drenthe

After an initial increase of *sick*, this form gradually disappears in favour of *sich* halfway through the fifteenth century. Although *sich* is successful and the *sick* form is not, it is theoretically better to say that the *s-reflexive* forms gradually replace the *hem*-form in reflexive contexts and that the form *sick* fails. In Figure 7 we have represented the occurrence of the form *sick* and the total rate of the *s-reflexive* (*sich+sick*) in the corpus.

12. The division into 8 periods is obtained from the 15 period division in Postma (2004) by merging the rough data of two periods (leaving the last one untouched).

To connect this change to a parameter switch, it is essential to discuss the change that occurred in the I-language. In Postma (2004) I show that the change occurred as a consequence of the specialization of the pronoun *hem* going from being underspecified with respect to number ('him,' 'them') to being exclusively singular ('him'). Middle Dutch *hem* had, therefore, the same underspecification as German *sich* and Latin *sibi/se*. In the course of the fifteenth century, there is a decline of the underspecification of *hem*. The requirement of referential underspecification is a formal requirement of reflexivity (Reinhart & Reuland 1993). In other words, during the fifteenth century, the pronoun *hem* loses its capability to be used in reflexive contexts. The problem was resolved by borrowing reflexive pronouns from neighbouring German dialects, which had *sick* (Low German) and *sich* (Central German), respectively. So, *hem-to-sick* and *hem-to-sich* are both related to *hem*'s loss of number neutralization. These changes are therefore related to a switch in the parameter in the I-language. These changes are related with respect to E-language as well: we see that the peak of the failed change coincides with the inflection point of the successful change. Their actuation times are related: this refutes the CRH, which is too strong in this case. Moreover, with the naked eye, it can be seen from Figure 7 that the spreading around this value, that is the speed of the switch from 0 to 1 and the speed of rise and decline, are related as well. While the steepness of the solid curve increases, the dashed curve increases, and while the solid curve starts to flatten (inflection point), the dashed curve starts to decrease (it has its maximum). At this stage, we cannot make this precise, as we lack a model for the failed change.13 We may, however, take these points as evidence that failed and successful

13. Anticipating the model to be developed, we give the data fitted with a logistic curve S and a logistic peak, respectively. The fitted parameters (actuation and slope) are 1452 (± 0.1) and 21 (± 0.1) for the S-curve, and 1457 (± 1.3) and 20.1 (± 0.9) for the peak, which are identical within the error.
relations are connected. The CRH cannot express this connection. It is too weak. In the
next section we will propose a model for it that minimally departs from the logistic model
that solves these two problems. What still has to be cleared up is the reason that sick failed
and the reason that sich succeeded. That will be discussed in Section 4.5.

4. Towards a model of failed changes

In this section we model the relation between successful and failed changes. The aims
are to relate successful and failed changes to each other in a systematic way. Moreover,
we would like to assign parameters to failed changes that can be compared to Kroch's
parameters of successful changes, actuation and the slope parameter.

4.1 The model

Intuitively, successful changes are S-curves and failed changes are bell-shaped curves.
The question is how to model these concepts algebraically. Interestingly, S-curves and
bell curves are mathematically related according to differential calculus: a bell shape is
the first derivative of a corresponding S-curve. Alternatively, S-curves are the integral
function of a corresponding bell curve. These relations have geometrical counterparts
to which a linguistic interpretation can be given. The geometrical relations can be eas­
ly seen by inspecting Figure 8.

Consider the subsequent slope values of the S-curve, rather than the values them­
selves. The slope starts with a zero value (at A), gradually increases until its maximal
slope at the inflection point (at B). The slope then declines until zero again (at C). If we
put the slope values into a diagram of its own, the slope function has a bell shape.

Alternatively, consider the area under the bell-curve until a certain value of the x-axis
(the shaded area in Figure 8.). If the value x gradually increases, the area under the
bell-curve that is cut off increases as well. The area grows most rapidly at the point
where the bell-curve has its top (at D). Subsequently, the area continues growing but at
a lower and lower rate. The S-curve is the cumulative function of the bell curve. This is
true for all S-curves and corresponding bell curves.

If we now apply this to successful changes and failed changes we get the hypoth­
esses in (6), in mathematical form in (7).

(6) a. The failed innovation is proportional to the slope function of the successful
innovation
b. The successful innovation is proportional to the cumulative failed innovation

(7) Let S be an occurrence rate in a successful change and F an occurrence rate in a
 corresponding failed change, then
a. \[ \frac{dS(t)}{dt} = P(t) \]
b. \[ S(t) = \int_{t_0}^{t} F(t')dt' \]

Although (7a) and (7b) are mathematically equivalent, they receive different linguistic
interpretations. These interpretations are in fact reversed in cause and effect. We may
interpret (7a) as expressing that the successful change S is basic and the failed change F a
side effect: when the successful change has its highest impetus (at B), it causes resonance
outside its proper domain, that is, in contexts that are less susceptible or appropriate for
the change. The failed change is a spurious side effect. The formula in (7b), on the other
hand, has a reversed interpretation as to cause and effect, which is slightly more difficult to
grasp: it may be interpreted as a (failing) innovation proceeding autonomously for a cer­
tain period of time (because of fashion, language contact, or whatever reason). The suc­
cessful change, then, is proportional to the cumulative usage of this (failing) innovation:
a language community is susceptible to the number of innovative occurrences that they
have heard and start to use systematically. We work out this interpretation in Section 4.4.

Thus far, the theory has had nothing to say on what type of S-curve is used in the
model. The most widely used S-curves are the logistic function, the Gauss cumula­
tive function and the Lorentz cumulative function. They are related to their respective
bell curves: the logistic peak, the Gauss peak, or the Lorentz function according to the
mathematical relations in (7). In the next section, we see that the logistic model is the
only model that is compatible with pre-theoretical intuitions of what a failed change is.

4.2 Deriving the model: Accidental and inherent failures

In this section we derive the algebraic relations from basic intuitions of what a failed
change is. What do we mean by a failed change? Now, nothing is eternal in this world,
so even the most successful innovation will decline after a certain period and will
be replaced by something else. We do not want to call the type of curve rendered in
Figure 9a a failure, simply because the innovation disappears after some time. Changes that, after a certain period of reasonable success, turn out to be unsuccessful and decline, simply do exist. They should not be considered failures. Such an accidentally failing change, AF, we can model as $AF = S_a \cdot (1-S_b)$, with $a$ and $b$ representing distinct actuation times of the rise and the decline. On the other hand we have changes whose decline is intimately related to their rise, that is, whose decline is inherent and unavoidable. They are inherent failures or nonstarters. We rather mean the latter type when we speak in this chapter of 'failed changes'. For accidental failures, the actuation of the decline is (much) later than the actuation of its rise, as displayed in Figure 9a.

![Figure 9a](image)

Figure 9a. Representation of an accidentally failed change: composed of two S-curves with remote actuation times

The actuation times are indicated with dashed lines. The basic intuition now is that the more the actuation times of the rise and fall come closer to each other, that is, the more the dashed lines come closer, the more 'failed' the change is, as in Figure 9b.

![Figure 9b](image)

Figure 9b. Representation of an accidentally failed change: composed of two S-curves with close actuation times

If the two actuation times coincide, that is, the innovation starts declining from the moment of its rise, the change is an inherent failure. From this perspective, the logistic model allows a change that includes from its very beginning the ingredient of failure, but nevertheless obtains some non-zero value. Put differently, although the failed change does not exist in the I-language, it nevertheless shows up in the E-language, albeit temporarily. This situation is displayed in Figure 9c, where the two actuation points coincide.

![Figure 9c](image)

Figure 9c. Representation of an inherently failed change: composed of two S-curves with equal actuation times

Let us, therefore, define a failed change as a change that is composed of two factors, a rising S-curve multiplied by a falling S-curve, whose decline has an activation parameter equal to its rise. We make a similar assumption concerning the slope parameter, since this assumption constitutes the simplest model with the fewest parameters possible. We come back to this choice in the next section. So let us assume that a failed change is a change whose actuation and slope parameters are equal to those of its decline, that is, $F_a = S_a \cdot (1-S_a)$ with two S-curves with equal parameter sets. We call $S_a$ the constituting function of the failed change $F_a$.

Now that we have defined a failed change, we can see what predictions it gives in (and only in) the logistic model. In the logistic model, the S-curve is a solution of Verhulst's differential equation given in (1), repeated in (8).

![Equation](image)

Figure 9d. Representation of the constituting function of the failed change $F_a$

Now, the right-hand member of (8) is identical to a failed change, as we just have defined it: $F = S(1-S)$. Consequently the failed change is proportional to the first derivative of a successful change that constitutes it. The hypothesis is now that the constituting $S$ of the failed change de facto is realized in the E-language as the flanking successful change. In other words, Verhulst's equation in (8) establishes an algebraic connection of the failed and the successful change. The successful change is the solution of the equation ($S$, the logistic function). The failed change is shown by the equation. Both the left and the right
member show the algebraic expression of the failed change: it is the first derivative of the successful change, as well as a superposition of two S-curves, one going up (S) and one going down (1–S). In (9) we give the algebraic shape of this failed change. It is the first derivative of the logistic curve. It is also known as the Hubbert curve.\(^{14}\)

\[
F(t) = \frac{e^{\frac{-(t-t_0)}{a}}}{1 + e^{\frac{-(t-t_0)}{a}}}
\]

In Section 4.4 we give a conceptual justification for the model. For the time being, we are only concerned with the empirical justification. Let us, therefore, provide best fits to the failed and successful trajectories of the various reflexive pronouns in Drenthe, and use the logistic function as given in (2) and the logistic peak as given in (9). We then we arrive at the following values for the parameters, \(t_0 = a[1]\) and \(a = a[2]\).

Table 2. Parameter fits by the logistic function and the logistic peak to the rates of the s-reflexive and sick, respectively

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Parameters</th>
<th>Standard deviations</th>
<th>Parameters</th>
<th>Standard deviations</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>([s-reflexive](\text{Chi squared} = 0.1369))</td>
<td>([sick](\text{Chi squared} = 5.8851e-2))</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>(a[1]) = 1458.25</td>
<td>(\Delta a[1] = 7.9)</td>
<td>(a[1]) = 1463.641</td>
<td>(\Delta a[1] = 7.9816)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>(\Delta a[3] = 0.3)</td>
<td></td>
<td>(\Delta a[3] = 0.3)</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

The two fits are made in separate fitting procedures. As we see, the \(a[1]\) parameters which represent \(t_o\) that is, the curving point, and the peak value of the failed change (1458 and 1463 respectively), are equal within the error. Similarly, the \(a[2]\) parameters, which represent \(a\), that is, the steepness of the successful change, and the failed change, are also equal within the error (28±8 and 17±6 respectively). The latter identity confirms the CRH applied to failed changes. The former is the additional identity of the actuation times of the failed and successful changes, which identity is not predicted by the CRH but has its natural place in our model.

4.3 The symmetry of the failed change

In the previous section, we modelled the failed change as the superposition of two successful changes with equal actuation parameters (by virtue of being an inherent failure) and equal slope parameters (for the sake of simplicity), algebraically: \(F_s = S_s \cdot (1-S_s)\). This assumption causes the peak curve of the failed change to be symmetric. A similar assumption of (point) symmetry is commonly made about the shape of S-curves (the initial rise is in shape similar to its final saturation behaviour). Not only does this assumption realize the simplest model, it is essential for Verhulst’s equation as the algebraic expression of the failed change model. It is, of course, an empirical issue whether this presupposed symmetry of the peak is legitimate or not. The data suggest it is tenable, though a 4-parameter model, obviously, gives better fits than a 2-parameter model. The symmetry assumption is natural in a theory that models failed changes in a principled way.

Tony Kroch (pers. comm.) and an anonymous reviewer suggest giving an independent interpretation to the two S-curves, \(S_1\) and \(S_2\), that constitute the failed change according to the formula \(F = S_1 \cdot (1-S_2)\). The factor \(S_2\), describing the rising flank of the failed peak, might then be connected to some (successful) change in one direction, and \(S_1\) describing the declining flank of the failed peak, might be connected to another (successful) change in the other direction. This is in fact the accidental failure model. Under such a model, there is no principled reason to assume both slope parameters that jointly constitute the peak to be equal. Moreover, there would be no reason that the two actuation parameters should be equal either, the only restriction being that the actuation of \(S_2\) is after \(S_1\). Let us apply this suggestion to do-support, where the failed change (positive declarative \(d\), the lowest solid curve in Figure 3) is tied to successful changes in negative and interrogative contexts (especially the initial dashed curve in Figure 3). In terms of the features [s] and [f] of Section 4.2, this proposal can be formulated as follows. The rise and decline of do-support can be analysed as \([-s] = V\text{-to-I} \) and \([+f] = \text{positive declarative do-support} \) (PAD). The PAD-peak can then be analysed as in (10), where PAD is split into two periods, one in which \([+s, -f]\) competes with verb raising \([-s]\) (this is period 2) and one in which \([+s, +f]\) competes with affix hopping \([+s, -f]\) (this is period 3), both following an S-curve. The assumption is now that these two S-curves, multiplied with each other, form a peak.

\[
\begin{align*}
\text{Period 1} & \rightarrow \text{Period 2} & \rightarrow \text{Period 3} & \rightarrow \text{Period 4} \\
[-s] & \rightarrow [+s, -f] & \rightarrow [+s, +f] & \rightarrow [+s, -f]
\end{align*}
\]

Now, as one reviewer argues, since PAD (i.e. \([+s, +f]\)) competes with different alternatives in period 2 and 3, (with V-to-I and affix hopping, respectively), there is no reason why the CRH would predict an equal slope parameter to the rising logist \(S_1\) and the declining logist \(S_2\). This approach, therefore, allows for an asymmetrical peak for the failed change, its increase tied to the slope parameters of the other do-support processes (the S-curves of negative do-support), its decline to some other process. Now, the only slope parameter that governs the change is the slope parameter of the S-curves, which are, according to the CRH, all connected to each other. So there is no possible slope parameter within the overall process. So we either state that the slope
parameter of the peak's right flank is equal to the slope parameter of its left flank, or we find a second process to which it is tied. The onus of finding this process is on this asymmetric model approach, which is probably at odds with the CRH itself. For, if such process could be found at all, it must be triggered by a parameter switch that is different from the one we are investigating, and do-support as a unitary process would be lost. In this study we simply adopt the null hypothesis, that the slope parameter of the decline is equal to all the other S-curves, in full agreement within the CRH. This is, of course, an empirical question. So, if these slopes turn out to be systematically and significantly unequal (with opposite sign), our model would be incorrect. Unfortunately, the test must be left for further research as none of the data are sufficiently detailed to perform this discriminating test.  

4.4 Explaining the model

In this section we discuss the two ingredients of the mathematical model sketched in the previous section. The first ingredient is the assumption that failed changes exist in natural language. This raises the question: how can a change be an inherent failure? The second ingredient is the hypothesis of a flanking successful change that is identical to the constituting logistic function within the failed change. This raises the question: how can a failed change be dynamically connected to a successful change? In order to legitimate these assumptions, we must return to the nature of linguistic innovations. The older assumption in the principles and parameters model of generative grammar is that innovations occur as an imperfect transmission in L1 learning. Language change is a change of the grammar in L1 learners (Lightfoot 1999, Andersen & Lightfoot 2002). The reanalysis model is the standard implementation of this idea. This L1-scenario has faced various objections: why would language change? Are children such bad learners? It conflicts with the idea that the language acquisition device is extremely robust (Pinker 1984). And there is, of course, the conflicting data problem: if children have a grammar distinct from their parents, how do they deal with the conflicting input data that will certainly be heard?

To avoid some of these problems, it has been proposed that L2 acquisition be the locus of language change (Bybee & Slobin 1982; Aitchison 1991). These authors locate the change in peer group innovations, which subsequently spread through the language through social networks. Now, the status of L2 learning has been an issue of much research and debate (cf. Epstein, Flynn & Martohardjono 1996). Despite the differences in approach, it is commonly felt that the essential difference between L1 and L2 learning is that L2 learning involves persons after the maturation period, that is, persons who do not have full access to Universal Grammar (UG) or the Language Acquisition Device (LAD) and cannot acquire new parameter settings after the maturation. It may be clear that the idea of adult innovations as the trigger of language change poses a problem for the parameter theory, as it must assumed that adults are able to set (new) parameters. Consequently, the L2-hypothesis cannot be applied to the parameter model of grammar. Some enriched model is necessary.

An interesting model of language change where both L1 and L2 factors are active is found in Weerman (1993). Basing himself on Clahsen & Muysken (1986), Weerman formulates two principles of acquisition:

(11) a. Children cannot deviate from positive evidence
     b. Parameter change can only take place under L1 acquisition

The first principle is taken from a deterministic hypothesis of acquisition. The second is the standard maturation assumption in acquisition studies. The two principles exclude change through parameter resetting in the Principles & Parameters model, because, firstly, children cannot deviate from what is offered, and secondly, only children can set parameters. To escape the dilemma of a deterministic connection between E-language exposure and acquired settings in the I-language, Weerman suggest a peripheral rules solution. This model adds a secondary ingredient to the model that determines the interaction between E and I-language. Apart from standard L1 acquisition by setting parameters, Weerman assumes adult innovations which are stored in the I-language in the form of peripheral rules. Peripheral rules are rules that do not belong to the core grammar but are applied to the output strings. Application of peripheral rules is not produced by parameterized UG, but by later sociological accommodation. These peripheral rules are active in later stages of first language acquisition ('late L1') as well as in the process of second language acquisition. Reformulated in modern terms, peripheral rules are not produced by the language faculty proper but by the human problem-solving faculty and, hence, subject to variation. In a system enriched with peripheral rules we can model language change under retention of the principles in (11). Weerman's peripheral rules solution to language change boils down to the following sequence of events: parameter settings are transmitted flawlessly to the next generation, but adolescents and adults change their output by adding peripheral rules (they cannot change parameter settings). The next generation, now, taking all data as primary linguistic data, construct a new parameter setting based on the complete input. Speaking on the change from OV to VO in English, Weerman writes about the increased number of VO-patterns:

"My suggestion is that these (VO) leakages were so to speak exaggerated via L2-M acquisition [adult innovations; GJP], both quantitatively and qualitatively. The
relevant speakers do not change their internalised setting of the head parameter. From the perspective of their L1-grammar these over-generalisations are *ungrammatical* [my italics; GJP]. What they do is add a peripheral rule. A next generation, however, could set the head parameter.* (Weerman 1993).

We will speak of 'off-grammatical' constructions whenever innovations are not produced by core grammar but by peripheral rules.

A similar, though less explicit, proposal is found in Van der Wurff (1990: 30). Van der Wurff considers a language produced by grammar G2 to which isolated new constructions (which he calls $C_p$, be they borrowings or innovations from G1) are attached. If these innovations are compatible with G2, basically nothing happens. Suppose, however, the more interesting case that these additional constructions are incompatible with the grammar G2. This creates an unstable complex (G2, $C_p$) which is then transformed to a stable (G3, $C_p$). In general, language change proceeds through such unstable intermediate complexes.

A more interface-type approach of the adaptive nature of L2 acquirers can be found in Vainikka & Young-Scholten (1994). They show that L2 learners fall short on morphology or, rather, they fall short on the fine tuning between syntax and morphology, that is, the alignment of morphological forms and the accompanying syntax. An example of such a mismatch between morphology and syntax is an interlanguage that has lost rich inflection but retains V-to-I or vice versa. The idea of failed changes makes it possible to operationalize these ideas.

Combining the unstable intermediate complexes with the morphology-syntax misalignment proposed by Vainikka and Young-Scholten with Weerman's off-grammatical adult innovation, we may think of a failed change as an off-grammatical adult innovation that serves some linguistic or sociological goal but does not have the perfect alignment of morphology and the parameter settings. A successful change, on the other hand, is a change that is compatible with all principles of UG and has a perfect alignment. Successful changes are introduced by L1 learners, for instance as accommodations of the failed change initiated by adults. Let us, therefore, represent language as a pair consisting of a parameterized Grammar G1 and a lexicon D1. Suppose adults start using a new lexeme (be it a deflected verb or a pronoun with a different specification, etc.), that is, their lexicon changes into D2 that is not fully compatible with the old grammar. They fail to align the lexeme and the grammar properly: *[G1, D2]. Alternatively, they can change the grammar but fail to align it properly with the morphology: *[G2, D1]. Both situations are unstable and resolve to a fully aligned [G2, D2]. Only non adult speakers are able to make this alignment before the maturation time. We call it an L1-accommodation of the instability represented by [G1, D2] or [G2, D1].

This scenario, essentially taken from Weerman (1993) and Van der Wurff (1990), resolves various problems stated above, most notably the relation between the failed and the successful change. The problem of the conflicting data in the reanalysis scenario disappears as well: these conflicting data are the very trigger of the change. The essential ingredient of the model is that it allows for off-grammatical data, that is, data without full alignment between syntax and morphology for a relatively short time: the innovation inherently fails, but may have an impact on the system.

### 4.5 Applying off-grammaticality to the case study

In order to illustrate the proposed L2 mechanism of language change and the role of failed changes in it, let us apply it to our case study of the rise of the reflexive in Dutch. First we must adopt the assumption that *sick* was first introduced into Dutch to solve the growing unsuitability of *hem* as a reflexive. The unsuitability of *hem* was felt with the L1 speakers of Drentish. (For the reason why *hem* became unsuitable, cf. Section 3.2 and Postma 2004). So, the adult speaker borrowed *sick* or *sich* into their language. Both *sick* and *sich* were suitable as reflexives since they display the desirable number neutralization. Obviously, this suitability is not accessible to the innovative adults, they simply borrowed these upon the unsuitability of *hem*, but the suitability of *sick/sich* is accessible to the next generation. Though feasible as reflexives, both *sick* and *sich* were as such incompatible with the structure of the Dutch morphological system (to be elaborated below), and should fail unless something happened. The idea is that this something was possible with *sich* but not with *sick*. Let us start with the incompatibility. The reason why *sick/sich* are incompatible can be extracted from the scheme in (13).

### (13) Accusative reflexive pronouns

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Drenthe</th>
<th>Low German</th>
<th>Central German</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>1p mi</td>
<td>mi</td>
<td>mich</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>2p di</td>
<td>di</td>
<td>dich</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>3p hem</td>
<td>*syk/sych</td>
<td>sik</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

In (13) we give the (reflexive) pronominial system ('me/myself, you/yourself, him/self') in Drenthe of 1400 and of two types of German. The German pronouns have a transparent accusative marker -*k/ch. After specialisation for number, *hem* was replaced by
syk/sych. Now, while sich and sik have a compositional status in the German system (person+case), this cannot be retained upon borrowing into Dutch, since these accusative morphemes are absent. This means that syk/sych must enter the system in a morphologically non-analysed way. If it were analysed bi-morphemically, some new feature should be tied to the -k-/ch ending. Now, as we will see, it could not be monomorphemic for phonological reasons (see Section 5). In other words, syk/sych had a problem: they had to be reanalysed. Why then could sich could do this but syk could not? A potential answer comes from a study on the structure of the reflexive by Barriers & Bennis (2003). Transposing modern dialectal Dutch ze eigen ('ze+own') to other reflexive structures in Dutch, they come to the conclusion that it is "reasonable to consider sich as a morphologically complex lexical item in which the possessive pronominal element ze is combined with the possessive affix -ig". So, sich (just as its modernly spelled counterpart zich), could be reanalysed as composed of a pronominal part ze plus a possessive morpheme -ig. The older borrowing sik could not be so reanalysed, as no (possessive) morpheme -k existed in the Drenthe dialect.

4.6 Evidence for the off-grammatical outset

In this section we provide supporting evidence for the off-grammatical outset of the borrowings of reflexive pronouns in Drenthe. This evidence can be drawn from the vocalism of the borrowings. In the beginning of the fifteenth century the reflexive pronouns sik and sich, borrowed from Low and Central German, show up in the texts as syk and sych respectively, that is written with /y/. In the course of this century, the y-spelling decreases and is replaced by /i/: sick and sich. The rise of /i/ is graphically represented in Figure 10 by the diamonds, together with a logistic fit (solid line). For comparison, we also put the curve of the rise of the reflexive itself (the dashed line). The curves are remarkably similar.

Notice that [sik] could have survived, in principle, but this step came too late for this variant. It had already disappeared. In fact, many present-day Low German dialects show stable /iti/ in sik. It is the contact variant /iti/ that was instable and selected s[iː]ch. So, the grammaticalization process of the off-grammatical innovation [sik] not only comprises a consonantal change of /k/ → /x/ but, simultaneously, a vocalic change (shortening the vowel). The change in the vowel is evidence for its borrowed nature by adult innovators, and for its initial marked status in the receiving language.

5. Discussion

Let us evaluate the results thus far. Kroch (1989) has proposed a logistic model of linguistic change on the basis of the qualities listed in (15).

(15) – The logistic model establishes a simple two-parameter model
    – The model is well known from life sciences
    – The model can be easily displayed and graphically manipulated
    – The CRH ties its dynamics to the P&P model (connection between I-language and E-language)

In the previous section we argued that the existence of failed changes constitutes a problem for the logistic model, but only at first glance. On second thought, the

16. The verdicts are written by the clerk of the bailiff of Coevorden, on behalf of the bishop of Utrecht.
inclusion of failed changes confirms the superiority of the logistic model on the basis of the additional qualities listed in (16).

(16)  
- The logistic is a solution of a simple differential equation
- The model is applicable to failed changes
- The model relates failed and successful changes algebraically
- The failed change is the first derivative of the successful change
- The successful change is the cumulative function of the failed change
- The model allows ephemeral virtual changes (in the E-language but outside the I-language)

Furthermore, the failed change model has the theoretical interpretation given in (17).

(17)  
- Failed changes are the initiators of successful changes
- Failed changes are off-grammatical adult/L2 innovations
- Successful changes are L1-fixings of off-grammatical adult/L2 innovations

Despite the advantages, there are some problems with this model. These show up when we try to apply the model to the rise of do-support in the history of English.

6. Do-support in positive declaratives in English revisited

In the previous sections we designed an algebraic model that included failed changes along with successful changes. The failed change is proportional to the first derivative of the successful change. The logistic model constitutes a two-parameter model with the actuation time and the slope as its parameters. These two parameters define when and how quickly a change proceeds from a penetration of 0 (or 0%) to a penetration of 1 (or 100%). Notice that in this model the occurrence rate of the innovation is normalized with respect to the absolute occurrence of the construction. It is therefore strictly speaking a 3-parameter model. If the failed and the successful innovations occur in exactly the same pre-defined set of constructions, that is, when they target the same 'market', the model predicts that the failed change will reach a maximal penetration of 1/4 (25%) before it declines. This is a reasonably correct prediction for the rise of sick in Dutch. In most of the cases, however, there is no predefined target. In brief, there is a normalization problem in the modelling of successful changes, which becomes even more urgent in the modelling of failed changes (we cannot simply choose some relatively late t). Normalization is especially difficult in its relation to the successful change if the failed change targets another set of constructions. The normalization problem is one of the reasons that we find deviations from the predicted 25%; for example, it is much too low in the failed do-support (8%), displayed in Figure 4, repeated here as Figure 11.

Why is the failed change rate so low in some cases? In this section we address the normalization problem for the case of the failed do-support, as it has been discussed from the very beginning and was one of the reasons for Ellegård to start a quantitative analysis. Therefore, do-support is illustrative for what problems the analysis may encounter with respect to normalization.

6.2 The normalization problem

The earlier scholars who studied do-support noticed that the occurrence of periphrastic 'do' was initially (i.e. during the 15th century) predominantly observed in positive declarative clauses (Dietze 1895; Trnka 1930: 53; Engblom 1938), that is, precisely where it no longer occurs in modern English. These scholars came to this impression because they considered the set of do-support clauses. In this set, the majority of clauses are positive declarative. However, as Ellegård noticed, to draw a conclusion of dominancy in general from this fact is a methodological flaw as positive assertions exceed by far the number of interrogative and negative sentences (by roughly a factor 17). Ellegård's quantitative work made it possible to shift from considering absolute frequencies to relative frequencies in the respective constructions. Ellegård argues that there is "absolutely no justification for supposing that the frequency was at any time higher in affirmative sentences than in others". Ever since, the rate numbers have ever since, the rate numbers have been calculated proportional to the occurrence rate of the construction in which they show up. All data in Kroch (1989) are normalized in this way. From the perspective of I-language this seems justifiable. Things change, however, if we calculate the impact of a change in a construction (for instance a failure) on other constructions (where it
might become successful). This might be an E-language phenomenon and hence the absolute rates might be important.

The nature of the too small peak of the failed change in the case of *do*-support (8%) can be understood from the perspective of the overall increase of *do*-support. The relevant data are not in Kroch (1989) but can be found in Ellegård's Table 7. We have plotted these in Figure 12 (the dots).

![Figure 12. Overall rate of the *do*-construction (data from Ellegård 1953: table 7)](image)

We see that *do*-support starts out in the early fifteenth century, increases rapidly in the sixteenth century, declines slightly and goes to a saturation of 7% during the seventeenth century. Interestingly, the increase displays an overshoot up to 11% around 1550, the nature of which is not discussed in Ellegård, nor in the literature afterwards. From the 'failed change' perspective, it is natural to identify the peak with the failed change, whose peak coincides with the inflection point of the successful change. The question is of course whether the failed change perspective can appropriately model these data.

The modelling of the empirical data given by Ellegård needs requires careful scrutiny. As said, the increase in *do*-support has a peak around 1550 and then goes asymptotically down to the level of 7%. This value is the relative number of negative and interrogative contexts in corpora in general. This reflects the fact that the rate of *do*-support in Neg and Q contexts goes to 100%. In contrast to the case of *sick*/sich, the failed change in the case of *do*-support is not part of the successful change but realizes itself outside the domain of success. The failures are not included in the success, but cause a peak that is superposed to it. This peak is rather strong because of the fact that the contexts of affirmative declaratives are much more numerous than the contexts of successful changes (in negative and interrogative clauses). In this case we need two normalization factors, a normalization factor of the overall process (a3) and a relative weight factor of the failed and the successful change (a4). So we arrive at the formula in (18) (For a derivation, see the appendix).

\[
(18) \quad \text{Rate} = a_3 \cdot \left[ S + a_4 \cdot F \right], \text{with S a logistic function and F a logistic peak}
\]

As to the internal parameters (a1,a2) of S and F, these are as follows. According to our hypothesis, the activation and the slope of the successful and failed changes are equal. So we predict that the measured data should fit to a function of the form in (19).

\[
(19) \quad \text{Rate} = a_3 \cdot \left[ a_1 S(a_2) + a_4 F(a_3,a_2) \right]
\]

where a1, a2 are the activation time and the slope parameter. In this fit, the slope and the activation parameter of the failed change (the peak) are taken to be identical. The third parameter, a3, is the saturation level, that is, the proportion of negative and interrogative constructions that are feasible for *do*-support (7%±2). This parameter is needed in any growth process (already for dimensional purposes). The only additional parameter in this model is a4, the relative strength of the peak and the logistic function. In Figure 13 we show a best fit of this function to the data given by Ellegård. It shows that this model is quite faithful to the data.

![Figure 13. Overall rate of *do*-support with algebraic fit in the failed change model](image)
We conclude that the failed change model can be adequately applied not only to cases where the failed change is part of the successful change but also to cases where the failed and the successful change apply in separate syntactic contexts.

6.3 Calculation of the 8% level of the failed change

Now that we have disentangled the failed and the successful change algebraically, we are in a position to normalize the failed change peak. Consider the decomposition of the curve in Figure 14 into a successful part and a failed part.

Figure 14. Data analysis of do-support in the failed change model

The peak of the failed changes corresponds with the inflection point of the successful change. Now, the failed contribution in the overall rate of do-support is the segment A–B, which is 0.075, the level at the peak value A (0.11) minus the level at inflection point B of the successful change, 0.035 (= 0.07/2). In order to get the rate of do-support in positive declarative clauses, we must not normalize it to the total number of clauses but to the positive declarative clauses only, that is, 100%–7%, the ratio of WH and Neg clauses. Using the subtraction 1–0.07 = 0.93, we arrive at the value of 8% for the peak of the failed change, according to the calculation in (20).

\[ 0.11 - 0.035/0.93 = 0.075/0.93 = 0.08 \]

This corresponds to the measured value of 8% in Figure 11. We conclude that the low peak of the failed change in the relative frequency diagram in Figure 11 is a mere consequence of the numerical dominance of positive declarative clauses. If we use absolute levels of occurrence, both the successful and failed changes have the same normalization factor. There is an important theoretical implication of this result. It means that the failed and successful change interact at absolute occurrence levels, not at relative occurrence levels. Put differently, the interaction of failed and successful change occurs in the domain of E-language, not at the level of I-language. The relative occurrence level, on the other hand, is a consequence of the high occurrence of positive declarative clauses (where it fails) and the low occurrence of negative and interrogative (where it succeeds).

7. Should all linguistic data be considered grammatical?

While all linguistic data are to be taken with the same scrutiny, it is far from clear whether all data are to be considered grammatical. Especially in periods of linguistic change, the general assumption that all data are grammatical cannot be maintained, for, if this were so, no change would be possible. One way to go is to assume a two-grammar system where the data that are ungrammatical in one system are taken to be grammatical in the other and vice versa. This approach is generally applied in generative studies and captures the change as a gradual diffusing replacement of one grammar by the other in a community by direct grammar competition (Kroch 1989; Santorini 1992; Henry 1995; Pintzuk 2002; Postma 2004). This grammatical approach considers the extent to which the two grammars overlap with respect to their respective outputs to be the possible locus of (the) change and has functioned as a successful heuristic tool in diachronic research. Within this overlap, reanalysis is possible: a string produced by one grammar can be parsed within the other. However, the reanalysis hypothesis, with Lightfoot as the major advocate, has struggled with the conflicting data problem: on what basis does an L1 learner ignore data that conflict with his new parameter setting? As yet, this problem has not been overcome. Furthermore, the L1 approach does not give consideration to the influence of small sociolinguistic changes under influence of peer groups who deliberately change their E-language (Labov 1972; Bybee & Slobin 1981; Sankoff & Blondeau 2007).

Another way to go is to assume that linguistic change proceeds through a linguistic stage that includes fundamentally off-grammatical data. Under the assumption that L1 acquisition fully complies with the rules of UG and produces configurations that are generated by an instance of UG, the off-grammatical approach utilizes L2 changes imposed by adult speakers or adult L2 learners. Such changes imposed by L2 learners, then, (may) cause a reshuffle in the core grammatical system. By its very assumptions, the second approach deals with the relation between E-language and I-language, and is fundamentally sociolinguistic. The obvious problem here is how to distinguish the grammatical and the off-grammatical data.

In this study, we have developed a simple model that is a variant of Kroch’s model and which includes the sociolinguistic factors that feed the transition as claimed by Labov. We have argued that to any change that follows an S-curve (the so-called ‘successful change’), there is a ‘failed change’ of sociolinguistic nature that
fuels the successful change. The unsuccessful change consists of off-grammatical variants that die out after a while. In those cases where we can empirically distinguish the off-grammatical data from the grammatical data, the peak-type curve of the unsuccessful change maintains an algebraic relation with the successful change. In this way, we take the transitional data, despite their off-grammaticality, seriously as produced after the linguistic change. Nevertheless, these off-grammatical changes do not escape from Kroch's (1989) Constant Rate Hypothesis.

Appendix

If we ignore the number of focussed positive declarative do sentences (just as Ellegård does), we have

\[ N(\text{do}) = \text{Suc}(\text{do}) + \text{Fail}(\text{do}) \]

Hence, dividing both members by TOT, the total number of clauses considered, we get:

\[ \frac{N(\text{do})}{\text{TOT}} = \frac{\text{Suc}(\text{do}) + \text{Fail}(\text{do})}{\text{TOT}} \]

Furthermore, if we divide and multiply by NPI (the total number of WH and NEG clauses) and divide and multiply by POS (the total number of positive declarative clauses), we obtain:

\[ \frac{N(\text{do})}{\text{TOT}} = \frac{\text{Suc}(\text{do}) + \text{Fail}(\text{do})}{\text{TOT}} \times \frac{\text{Suc}(\text{do}) + \text{Fail}(\text{do})}{\text{POS}} \times \frac{\text{Suc}(\text{do}) + \text{Fail}(\text{do})}{\text{NPI}} \]

\[ = \frac{\text{Suc}(\text{do})}{\text{TOT}} \times \frac{\text{Suc}(\text{do})}{\text{POS}} \times \frac{\text{Suc}(\text{do})}{\text{NPI}} \]

\[ = \frac{\text{Suc}(\text{do})}{\text{POS}} \times \frac{\text{Suc}(\text{do})}{\text{NPI}} \]

\[ = a_3 \left[ S + F \cdot a_4 \right] \]

In sum,

\[ \text{rate}(\text{do}) = a_3 \left[ S + F \cdot a_4 \right] \]

where, \( a_3 \) is the overall fraction of interrogative and negative clauses (NPI/TOT) and \( a_4 \) is the overall fraction of positive declarative and interrogative + negative clauses (POS/NPI). These ratios are not known, but are supposed to be constant in time and can be treated as fitting parameters to the graph. Results are \( a_3 = 0.07 \) (7%) and \( a_4 = 4.0 \). Note that we have taken the rate of do-sentences with respect to all clauses, modal clauses included.
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